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The COLLEGIAN Reports

Kenyon Hoping To Install Air Corp R.O.T.C. Unit in '51

To offset the effect of a reduced enrollment resulting from the Korean War and the draft, the college has applied to the Air Corps R.O.T.C. to be established here at Kenyon in September, 1951. However, there is no assurance that one will be established. Members of the campus unit would be recruited from the freshman classes with some possibility of late recruits from next year's sophomore class and a more remote possibility of recruitment of next year's junior class. Members would be deferred from the draft while in good standing with the R.O.T.C. and the college. The unit would be a technical one requiring in its senior division (junior and senior classes at Kenyon) that cadet must major in one of the regular science departments of the college.

Kenyon Hoping To Install Air Corp R.O.T.C. Unit in '51

In place of a concert series, the Department of Music is sponsoring individual concerts this year. The first recital of the season will be given by Klaus Speer, organist, Monday, November 13th, at 8:30 p.m.

The special Dance weekend issue of the COLLEGIAN will appear on Friday, November 17.

Students are urged to attend Professor Raymond English's lecture beginning at 7 o'clock tonight. Professor English's Ohio State University band, which is one of the most promising young bands on the national scene, having played at Kenyon in the last Spring Dance Weekend, the Bart Deming band is sure to receive a rousing reception at the Dance weekend festivities. The formal dance will last until 4 a.m.

As the 1950 rushing period came to a close, the nine fraternities on the hill reported 87 new members to their ranks. The many rushing parties, which had formed an integral part of Kenyon weekend life, came to a climax with written bids being sealed Friday evening, October 27 and in the hands of the recipients the next morning.
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The Case of the Missing Two Days

If you will check the college catalogue (1950 edition), you will find that our Christmas vacation this year was scheduled to start on December 14. That’s right — nearly three weeks of vacation! But, the college catalogue (dated September 1) lists Christmas vacation as starting on Saturday, December 16. The exclamation point regarding this is that some of the new men welcomed the fraternities this past weekend felt the wayside in order to allow a two day respite from final exams. Because of this exclamation point, it was decided to give those new men the two days off that they were supposed to have. With this, we will now get back to the main story.

DELTA TAU DELTA

Several days ago we had hoped that we put out even traps this year to catch pledges, but since the pledges were welcomed by this method, we hope the discords will also be as ending as they were. Our pledge class presents a very active group, with several of our members out for football, one for soccer, and one being in the Freshman social committee. Now, however, with activities back to normal at last, the active members are settling back to “hitting the books.” Our scholarship committee feels the club got enough long days and nights to carry us through this down period with success.

Our intramural team closed out its season this past weekend successfully, losing only its last 2 games to the D. K. & E’s in the Phi’s, respectively. The watchword around Middle Leonard is “The Big Red in ’52.”

SIGMA PI

A party of beer disappeared in record time last Thursday night when the defeated A. D. Phi’s ran for their drinks for a victorious “Pep” team. That, however, did not stop the A.D.’s from drinking.

The mighty “Pegg” squad took on the Germans last Saturday night. We had a fight hard battle, came out the winners.

A few of the fellows went up to Cleveland for a quiet farewell party for Bob Johnson, who left for the navy this morning. Our best luck to Bob if he should happen to get it.

I also wonder of Mark Ellis knows how much the fellows in this district appreciate his tireless efforts in trying to complete the card room.

PHI KAPPA SIGMA

The Phi Kaps captured the intramural football crown by defeating the Mu Kaps, 19-0. In our last game of the season our eight-year winning streak was shattered by the Phi’s, 13-6. Our new pledge class, headed by its president, Gene Turner, is well on its way to giving the actives a run for their money. Our social chairman Art Johnson, the Dance Weekend party scheme has begun to roll. Included are his for his records are immediate danger.

Miscellaneous: The Frat is still looking for the shorter route to Cincinnati. Fraternity Pizza is now proud possessor of a $12.50 brand pizza oven. No more of these is coming directly from the factory to him.

For Sale: One Chinese water pipe, complete with cleaning tools, frankincense, red stringers, and water. See Benjamin Ahger, South Leonard.

The Manufacturing Printers Co. P.O. Box 239, MOUNT VERNON, OHIO
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**Lords Remain Unbeaten By Nipping Hamilton 7-6; Capital Dumped 39-0**

Kenyon's Lords potency during the past two weeks has moved two notches nearer an undefeated season by adding two more vic- tories to their tally. If the Purple and White squad can get by two Iran contingents this Saturday at Hiram in the season's finals, they will be the first Ken- yon team in sixteen years to remain un- defeated in sixty-one years.

The first of these victories was registered two weeks ago at Ben- son Bowl at the expense of Cap- ital's hapless Lutherans in a one- sided 38-0 romp. Small Don Ca- briel, brilliant Lord quarterback, was the offensive ace of the day, as he connected on twelve out of sixteen pass attempts of which four were good for touchdowns, and two others set up two other Lords scores. Statistically, as well as in the scoring department, the high forces triumphed by outgaining them 189 yards to 9 yards on the ground, and 172 yards to a mere 4 yards in the air.

Freshman end, Don Marsh, grabbed off three of Cabriel's touchdown passes, and lanky Bruce Hartmann attracted another late in the final quarter. Stan Jackson and Chuck Coffey carried the ball for the other two scores, and Bob Eggert made three of his points extra.

The Violet and White were able to pick off two of the Lords' thirty-nine points, their highest point total in many seasons.

The Lutherans, who surrendered badly after getting off to a fast 7-0 lead, now run their winning streak, which has them for second place. The Delta Phi's lost by the narrow margin of a 9-0 game to the Phi Kaps and' the Delta Phi's by a 13-6 score.

The Blue and White of Kenyon College fell prey to an eager Lord eleven last Saturday at Clinton, New York, by the marquee Bob Eggert's successful conver- sion attempt, 7-6. The contest was marked by quarter back play, a steady driving rain and a hundred yards of mud, and these fumbles prominently in the scoring of both touchdowns. The game was only one play old when the Hamilton forces grabbed a quick 6-0 lead. The Lords re- ceived the opening kickoff, but the slippery ball squirted from the receiver's grasp, and Hamilton re- ceived the ball on the sixty-yard line. The Kenyon defense, outlegged his would-be tacklers as midway through the final pe- riod to preserve the hard-earned victory, and it enabled Coach Henderson's team to move one step nearer their assures. The victory, a sloppy, muddy battle, was one more win under the belt of the game Lord squad, and will be the last of the Phi Kaps' boys to move one step nearer their seasons.

Kenyon Lords remain unbeaten. Capital's 39-0 victory was a setback, a 39-0 rout of a weak Philadelphia team.

**Intramurals**

The intramural football season is over, and the Phi Kaps of North Lima have clinched the championship with a once beaten - untied team. The Phi Kaps lost their only game to the Delta Phi's by a 13-6 score.

Both the Delta Phi's and the Phi U's finished the season with identical records in points, tying them for second place. The Delta Phi's won by the narrow margin of a 9-0 game to the Phi Kaps and the Delta Phi's by a 13-6 score to the Delta Phi's by a 13-6 score.

The Beta's finished fourth with 30 points. The Delta Phi's and the Phi U's each accumulated 30 points. The Lambda Chi's and the Lambda Sigma's each had 6 points, which would place them fifth and sixth in the standings. The Lambda Chi's and the Lambda Sigma's each had 6 points, which would place them fifth and sixth in the standings.

Middle Kenyon, which started so impressively, wound up third in the standings. The Lambda Chi's and the Lambda Sigma's each had 6 points, which would place them fifth and sixth in the standings. The Lambda Chi's and the Lambda Sigma's each had 6 points, which would place them fifth and sixth in the standings.

**Records**

A Pretty Good Selection
In ALL THREE SPEEDS

Open Monday and Saturday Evenings

**Sports Coats**

**Booters Best Western Reserve and Kent State**

The Kenyon soccer squad has run its current victory streak to five straight this season, and seems well on its way to another high force triumph. In a reop- pening engagement on October 38th, the Lords remained unscarred at the Western Reserve University of Cleveland at the ashfield Bowl, and this past weekend piled up the lead of 33-1 to Kent, Ohio. The team en- couraged the admission of the State Teachers College this weekend and rings down the curtain on the 10th Slippery Rock Teacher's College, against rival Oberlin. These last two contests are scheduled for Sunday.

The morning victory over West- ern Reserve was threatened by an extremely tight Lord de- fense, which enabled the part of the stalwart forward line. The five Kenyon goals were accounted for by three of their
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Chalmers Speaks At Heidelberg

Heidelberg College at Tiffin is celebrating its centennial this weekend. At a symposium on “Emerging Possibilities or Higher Education in a New Century.” President Chalmers will speak on the viewpoint of the president of a church-related liberal arts college.